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Bacl<ground to the Conference
The National Federation for Biological Recording's Annual Conference n 2004 was held
ioindy with the National Biodiversity Network Trust, and was expanded to a two-day
event in order to examine an increasinglyimponant topic in more detaii.
The objectives of the Conference were:
o

To examine the apparent divergence between field observations, collections and
natural science archives, especially the role of museums in biodiversiry
documentation.

o

To consider issues of data quality, validation, networking, inter-operability, and
accessto biodiversiry resources(such as information, records, specimensand
natural science archives).

o

To examine progress in integrat-ing the collation, management and provision of
accessto these biodiversity resources.

o

To consider what future action might be needed in these areasand to make
recommendations.

The NFBR has long had an interest in this subject, as it was establishedas an
organisation largely by professional museum biologists in the mid-1980's, who were
involved in the fledgling business of biological recording as part of their work. In rurn,
the National Biodiversity Network Trust was born from initiatives largely originally
promoted by the NFBR. Both these organisations, therefore, recognise the seamless
relationship which ought to exist between biological collections, natural science archives
biodiversity data and engaging the public in the subject. The fact that these arcas^ppeat
to have drifted apart is or should therefore be of fundamental concern to all those
involved.
Cardiff Museum very kiodly supported the Conference by making their facilities available
at a substantially reduced rate, which is gratefully acknowledged by the Conference
otganisers. Their staff also took an active part in the Conference, and have a great
interest in its outcome.
This report was compiled by TrevorJames, NFBR Council memberlNBN
Officer for National Societies & Recording Schemes, October 2004.

Development

Day 1: Presentations
Morning Session.
Chairman:

Bill Butcher, Chairman of NFBR, Trustee of the NBN Trust and
Director of Somerset Environmental Records Centre

Participants in the Conference were welcomed by the Chairman for the morning, Bill
Butcher, who outlined the historic link between biological recording and the collection oI
natural sciencespecimens. He also highlighted the premise of the Conference: that
there is an increasing divide between the two. The aim of the Conference was therefore
to seekways to bringthese t'wo sides of the same coin together ag tn, and to formulate
recommendations to that end. The National Biodiversity Network, as a focus for the use
of biodiversity data, is an appropriate mechanism to help with this.

Keynote
lfales.

addtesg,

Ray'Woods, Science Advisor to the Countryside Council for

"records",
Ray opened the Conference with a thought-provoking consideration of how
"specimens" and conservation are indivisibly linked, by firsdy demonsuating how up-todate and accrrate data undelpin sensible conservation policy. He reflected on some
eady problems with sites in Wales and elsewhere which were identified on the basis of
old data, but which were subsequendy found to have been destroyed. In these sorts of
cases,the old records formed the only proof that such specieshad existed, and gave an
insight into the drastic effects of landscape change. These kinds of problems, and the
data which gave the evidence, were the sprrs to making effective conservation policy in
the UK.
Historic records are also especially important as a support for conservation action,
because they give a basis against which modern information can be judged, and can
sometimes lead to new insights. In their turn, specimens form a vital back-up of these
historic records. Ray gave an example provided by the local lichen Usneaafiicalatawhich
has a current disuibution in the south-west, with mosdy very old records from further
north, such as at Burnley, where its occurrence might be doubted but for the existence of
good specimens. Another example from Vales comes with the survival of specialist
speciesof ancient woodland, such as species of l-,obaria,in sites which were once historic
wood-pasture parklands, and where the species has subsequendy been found in modern
landscapes,like the gtounds of Hafod in central Wales. Such finds allow us to
understand the nature of ecological continuity, and have led to increased protection for
ancient trees and the landscapes they inhabit. Without the survival of historic
specimens this kind of protection might never have been possible.

The functions of museums and tecotds centes and how thev have
changed:
Chris Palmer, Senior Keeper of Natural Sciences,
Hampshire Museums & Archives Service
There is no telling what value collections of biological material might have in the furure.
A classicexample might be the re-evaluationof the Dodo's appearanceand biology
which historic specimens have provided.
The Museums, Libraries & Archives Council have stated that
"Ml,tseums...stinulate,
fascinateand educate.Thel satisfi our cuiosiry
aboatthe world and enlargeour anderstandingof thepast andpresenf'
Another example of the unforeseen use of collections is that of the use of historic
collections of multiple specimens of butterflies for DNA analysis of populations.
However, much historic material in local museums has limited data attached to it, and
this can make it of limited use. Nevertheless some specimens also provide the only real
conftmation of the existenceof speciesin the past, such as the specimen of the robber
ily Choerades
giluustn the collections of Hampshire Museums - confirming the last record
from Britain.
Historic collections also play an important role in lirkirg with the expert local natural
history community, who frequendy take an active role in working with the collections.
The collections then also become an important training and teaching resource in their
own right, encouraging the next generation's interest in the environment. However, the
recent rise in interest in the natural environment presents museums with a challenge.
While some places, like the Wakes at Selborne, home of Gilbert ![rhite, atft^ct much
attention, getting support for the core work of museums in maintaining important
reference and research collections becomes increasingly difficult. Many new
developments are carried out purely in order to maintain profile. In the meantime,
mainstream natural science activities in museums tend to be side-lined, and are prone to
cuts. Natural science collections, therefore, tend to be the least well supported areaof
museum collections. This problem is exacetbated by museums not being a statutory
function. There is always a pressure on staff to justi$' their existence. The cost of
maintaining voucher specimens, with specialised storage facilities, climate controls and
visitor provision, is often quite high, while interest by governing bodies in the subject, as
compared with the arts, is often low.
Museums have in the past used their collections as "props" to explain the subject of
ecology, but with an increasing concern about the collection of specimens, there has
been recendy a tendency to move away from their use at all. This is a gre t mistake,
because the use of specimens in teaching and awareness-raisingis ultimately the only way
to interact with the real thing.
The saviour of many collections over the last 30 years has been their link with biological
recording. However, there is always a danger that the collections then get seen merely as
subservient to data. An important role of museum collections is to support the activities
of amateur naturalists, and the reward for the museum in the longer term is the
acquisition of more and better, up-to-date collections. Many museums also have become

involved with the development of local records centres, although more often than not
thesewere developed on shoe-string budgets. The idea of the "local records centre" has
also developed since 1991,,and has culminated recendy in the issue of the NBN position
statement on local records centres.
However, this has also led concurrendy to some problems:
o

,\ reduced role in local records cenffes for partnership with museums. The NBN
position statement is, actually, to some extent a lost oppornrnity to re-emphasise
the role of museum collections.

o
o

,{ lack of recognition of the role of voucher specimens in recording. Again, the
NBN position statement makes no mention of the need for vouchers.
The advent of "mass recording" is resulting in related problems, particulady the
tendency to overlook the need to support data on difficult groups with specimen
collections.

o

The lack of a nationally-focused system for maintaining voucher specimens.

A museum now seems to need to be part of a locai records centre partnership merely to
survive. The NBN itself could be seen as a tfueat if it were to undermine this local
partnership.
The conclusion is that museums need to be much more proactive in engaging with the
voluntary sector. However, museums cannot do this alone - they need to work in
partnetship with othets, and notably with local records centres and the users of their
information.

puutions and anspers:
p.

Is there any guidance available on what vouchers are needed?

A.

It depends on what the source of the data might be. This can only be judged
according to individual taxonomic groups. Individual recording schemes or
groups need to define what is needed.

p.

Is there a need for museum biological collections to go down a similar route to
archaeology in terms of funding support?

A.

Yes. There needs to be formal support for biological collections which are made
in the process of carrying out surveys for development proposals, and for their
deposit in museums.

The form and function

of archival collections
Neil Thomson, Head of Data & Digrtal Systems,
The Natural Historv Museum

Libraries and archives tend to be nvo sidesof a coin:
Libraries

Archives

Published documents
Muldple copies
May be borrowed
Maintained to the MARC*
standard
"F,go"

Unpublished material
Unique copies
For reference only
Maintained to ISAD(G)* standard

*MARC:MAchine-Readable
Cataloguing

ld"
*ISAD(G) : (General) International Standard for
Archival Description

Only some 1,5o/o
of official records held by a body arc rcally useful as archives. However,
this does not apply to informal (i.e. not official) "arch-ives".
There are a number of discrete functions in operating an archival system. Firsdy, there
will be z formal process of acquisition and selectjon. Archives are defined by their
structure, and by their provenance. There is a standard approach to their description
and their conservation and preservation for the future needs to be considered. Finally,
provision of facilities to accessthe archives is needed.
In acquiring archives, an initial decision needs to be made as to u/hat is kept, and who is
to keep it. There is a legal framework for this kind of decision. This needs to take into
account the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - which requires a
"information
public authority to produce an
accessscheme". We also need to take into
account the Data Protection Act, 1998; and the Environmental Information Regulations,
2003. Under the "Modernising Government" \(/hite Paper, issued n 7999, all public
authorities have a target date of 2005 to make information and records available to the
public. This presents those maintaining natural science archives with something of a
challenge.
Digital records present us with more of a challenge. They include both the original
records and "preserved" copies. Documentation of digital data is more difficult. An
extra layer of technology on top of the records is needed. This takes the form of
"metadutl". For
this, standard formats need to be defined. Metadata also needs to
allow us to have fore-warning of potential accessproblems, such as the incremental loss
of accuracy through the transfer of data. So, "digrtal sustainability" might include the
following considerations :

o

The nature of the elecuonic documents and records
Understanding the difference between "preservation .ligrtisation" and "digital

o

preservation"
The physicalformats and elecffonicdata formats that the recordsarein

a

O

V4rat is involved with data migration, emulation and refreshment

o

The combination of the unique content of particular data and generic
problems, which ioindy give us the respective possibilities for collaboration
with any one set of records

The central point is that digital data curation is not being effectively recognised as a need.
"Benign neglect" is no longer
an option. Effective digrtal curation and sustainabiiity for
the future need to be emphasised. !7e are, in fact, in danger of entering a "digital Dark
Aga".
No one organisation can tackle the issue on its own. A standard approach has therefore
been developed: the Open Archival Information System:
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SIP = Submission lnformation Package

DIP = Dissemination Information Package

AIP = Archival Information Package

More details can be found in "British archives: a guide to archive resources in the United
Kingdom" byJanet Foster andJulia Sheppard, Palgrave, 2002 $h ed.). There is also a
Linnaean Society guide to the deposit of natural science archives. Most local records
centres are not in a position to store either natural science archives or specimen
collections. A collaborative approach is therefore needed to avoid a loss of the links
"interoperable"
between data and vouchers etc. Use of
data systems, such as the
National Biodiversity Network, can help with this.
The use of standard approaches to the description of collections can help re-unite
dispersed collections. lfork on this has been progressing slowly for many years. The
BioCASE Projectt is the most recent and continuing development,looking at a
distributed search service and collections description processes.
I

Biological Collection Access Service for Europe (www.biocase.org)

Some relevant Web resourcesare:

The N auonal Archives ffNA)

h ttp:/ /wrvrv.nationalarchives.sov.uk/

National Digttal Archive of Datasets (NDAD)

http:/ /ndad.ulcc.ac.uk/

Dgital Preservation Coalition (DPC) htrp://www.dpconline.org/
Biological Records Cenue (BRC) htrp://www.brc.ac.uk/
OAIS (The Open Archival Information SystemReferenceModel)
htm:/ /www.doconline.orsldocs
- /lavoie OAIS.odf
The danger is that we are entering a time when data not on the tJfeb do not "exist" from
the public's point of view.

The use of technology in prouiding access to infotmation about
biodiversity
Chades Copp
Environmental Information Management/
The Natural History Museum
There are some Big Questions undedying this topic, such as:
.
'
.
.
.
.
'
.
.
.
.
.

- how do we find out?
Who has the information
- ate we teally addtessing the needs of aII
Who needs the infotmation
usets?
IIow is the information
stuctuted - is it important?
How is it stored - can we get at it?
Efow do we lonw whete to look fot the infotmation
we want?
Ifow do you get the infotmation back, once itts been found?
Ifow can data be used - what tools ate available to make sense of it?
Ifow do we lorcw who is getting their hands on the data?
Ifow can you mix free and ehatged-fot data ot setyices?
IIow stable are the netwotks we ate crcating - could they collapse?
Where wiII it aII end?
Why are we doing it anyway?

There is in fact rather a flood of information on wildlife. How do we find what we
waflt? How do we make use of it? \X/ho pays? Technology does not replace people
and specimens in this web, but the complexity of information flows can be quite
daunting, as this data flow diagram for a proposed local records centre illustrates:

Data from tlHy surces mainly
collat€d by Lancs.C.C.

Initiatives like the NBN and the BioCASE Project are helping to simplify the system, but
ultimately do not replace the need at the local level for agreements between people about
the use of information.
The problem is actually defining what the "market" is for
"the
biodiversity information. lVhat is
public"? In the event, those interested in
wildlife information comprise a web of ovedapping communities of interest.
Standards concerning biodiversity data mznagement are developing fast. The NBN
Data Model is an example, which is complex, but modular, as this diagram illustrates:

The new Recorder 6 databaseis being developed to accofirmodate collections
information, based on this model, which will enable integrated specimen,collection and
field records management.
But how do we find information? \)7ecould use our Web browsers, but rhe results can
be problematic. The NBN Gateway in its new version is good, but is designedfor a
specialist audience, and needs more work for it to enable people to find information
effectively. At the other end of the scale,there is the GBIF2 portal to worldwid e dzta
on biodiversiry - but maybe more of a portcullis?
We need to really consider the accessibiJityof information. The way forward is not with
monolithic portals, but the development of an interlinked system. This wrll rnvoive the
development of distributed networks and diversification of sources and outputs for
specific user needs, such as links between local records centres and their partners, or
interfaces with Web links between outside databasesand museum collection databases
etc., as in this diagram:

New developments to enable this to happen are coming on stream now, including things
like semantic webs,logical systems, ontological relationships, thesaurus building and
intelligent response systems, while digital signatures will allow tracking of requests.
Howevet, we must not forget that the goal is to defend our knowledge of the natural
wodd.
***

t

Glob"l Biodiversity Information Facility
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Local and rcgional biodiversity
tecent developments

netwotks

and local tecotds centtes:

Adam Rowe, South-east Wales Biodiversity Records Centre
This is an opportunity to look at recent developments in the ways that local records
centres are and have been working together at the regional level, and to relate these to
the overall themes of the conference. In particular, we can look at the outcome of the
NBN South-west Pilot Project, and also the establishmentof the Welsh local records
centre network. The principal questions might be:
o

How can we assure the qualiry of data held by local records centres, building on
existing systems and partnerships?

o

What is the role of coliections and archives in supporring the work of local
records centres and local recording networks?

o

How can the existing system be improved?

The NBN South-west Pilot Project
The aims of the Project were to demonstrate the benefits of a firlly-functioning network
at the regional scale by:
o

Promoting and supporting the sustainable,long-term collection of wildlife data.

o

Developing and trialling policies on data accessand accreditation standards.

o

Increasing the quantity and value of wiidlife data accessiblethrough the NBN
Gateway, especially GlS-based inventories of UK BAP3 habitats.

o

Trialling the NBN Gateway as a means of delivering information to users.

o

Demonsttating the benefits of the NBN by providingdata on wildlife to
decision-makers in government and elsewhere.

The role of regional government in the UK is likely to increase, with more decisions
made at the regional level, which will need data to be aggregatedand made use of at that
level. In the past,local records centres have, righdy, concentrated on serving the needs
of their local data suppliers and users. However, if they are to survive, increased cooperation may be required at the regional level. But this is not a green light to merge
local records centres into regional bodies, because the "L" in "local records centre"
cannot be over-stressed - teflecting the essential trust that is needed in working
relationships with local recorders and local users of information.
The findings of the South-west Pilot were:
o

A successfirl demonstration of how independent records centres can work
together to cornmon standards and produce valued regional products.

o

Showing that such a network of records centres is needed in all regions, although
regional levels of funding present ptoblems.

'UK Biodivenitv Action Plan

ll

o
o

Demonstrating that the whole systemis dependent on establishingand
maintaining trust berween records centres and voluntary recorders.
Showing that the NBN is not just a technical solution, but also a partnership
berween di fferent organisationswith differen t expectations.

The final report will be published as an English Nature Research report, available
through the NBN website.
The lVelsh Local Records Cente Network
As the Conference was in Wales, this was an excellent opportunity to update delegateson
the exciting recent developments relating to local records centres in \7ales. The Welsh
"sustainabiJiry" in its
Assembly is one of the first governments in the wodd to re fer to
constitution. In addition, there has been strong political support for these
developments, which could be a model for other devolved regions in the UK. The
result is that Wales is midway to establishing an entire nerwork of records centres for the
country. In 2001, there were no records centres in Wales, but by 2007 the network
should be complete.
Recommendation no.7 of the Review of Local Biodiversity Action (February 2003) was:
"The

Welsh Assembly Government [should] take steps to establish the
development of a natjonal Local Records Centre network, building on the Powys
pilot project."
The reason for this is that such a network was seen as a cost-effective way to manage
"the
whole being much gleater than the
datz and to combine it vdth other partners' data,
sum of the parts", to quote the Chairman of the Countryside Council for Wales. As a
result of this recommendation, the level of support from Countryside Council for \Wales
for local records centres is far greater than that provided by either Scottish Natural
Heritage or English Nature.
Two other quotations from CarwynJones @elsh Assembly Minister for Environment,
Planning and the Countryside) focus on the two related aspects of this Conference:
"M^ry of the records that local records centres need in order to work effectively
will come from the unsung heroes of biodiversiry - the voluntary recorders...
but more needs to be done in !7elsh local records centres to support this
network [of recorders] and ensrre that they feel valued for the important
conuibution they make to biodiversity conservation".
"The

lJfales] will be a key contributor of records - it
[National] Museum [of
houses a vast quantity of specimens in its collections, as well as paper records".
In fact, when the South-east Wales Biodiversity Records Centre was launched, the
National Museum of Wales was identified as a key partner, sorlrce of data and a
repository for voucher specimens.
Although much effort is being expended to make information available to decisionmakers, the key questions posed at the beginning need to be openly discussed:

t2

Ifow

can we assute the quality of data held by local tecotds centres?

Data quality is the key to the
here include:

"natural

partnership" we are talking about. The key issues

o

The levei of knowledge of local recorders.

o

Access to reference collections.

o

The availabi.lity of training in identificadon and recording skills.

The whole biodiversity community has a role to play in these areas,although museums
perhaps have the most important role, which then begs the questions:
o

Are museurns sufficiendy resourced to play a key role in this area?

o

Are museum collections accessibleenough?

Interestingly, the availabiJity of training is being taken seriously in Wales, whete another
recommendation of the Environment, Planning and Transportation Committee report
related to the need to increase opportunity for training, which is being taken up by the
Wales Biodiversity Partnership, which is pianning an audit of biodiversity training needs
in Wales. Regarding museum collections, however, accessto the National Museum of
Wales is difficult for those working in the north or west of the country.
So, what is the role of local records centres in this? Local records centres are at the
front line of incoming data. They have a specific role to work in partnership with
recorders to link in to existing systems of record validation, and also to support the
establishment of these procedures where they do not already exist. But there are some
questions for further discussion:
o

Should local records centres be doing more to improve the qualiry of the data
they hold?

o

Many records centres cover themselves by issuing caveats on the quality of the
data they provide, but in doing so, are they to some extent hiding behind these
caveats?

"apparent
So, we need to consider how we can more effectively work together. Is the
divergence between field observations, collections and archives" real or imagined? Is a
new initiative required to improve the situation (e.g. providing better accessto
collections), or do other projects already cover this area? Finally, can action points be
identified to improve the way we work together?
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Yout data going global: what is in stote now that we can connect
biodivercity data locally, nationally and intemationally
Lawrence Way, Joint Nature Conservation Committee
We have probably heard the responsewhen lve talk about making biodiversity data
available globally:
.
o

"GBIF?

Surely not a priorityl"
*We don't need a network - we have all the data we need"

But, at Oaxacain Mexico n 1.993,another position was taken, with a declaration,signed
by all the biodiversity-related institutions in the country:
.

'{Ve need a
global network to understand our biodiversity"

The result was the launch of the REMIB4 Project in Mexico, which has already got 32
nodes and accessto 6 million records. with:
o

A distributed computer nerwork

o

Access to remote data, with Spuitt, the USA and the United Kingdom
contributing

o

Extensive use of computer modelling

o

Use of specimen data to identi$r environmental niches

o

Use of Sweden and the UK as models to start volunteer recording and get public
engagement with biodiversity.

In fact, there is a whole raft of reasons why we need to link data globally, such as:
o

To help provide the data needed to understand, manage and protect the oceans

o

To help Europe set better priorities for biodiversity

o
o

To help manage diseasesand diseasevectors
To identify which biodiversity we have a particular responsibiJity fo4 e.g. great
di"irg beetles or badgers

o

To supply data to help with global measures of biodiversity decline

o

To uack invasive species

o

To help other countries understand, conserve and use their biodiversity

o

To enjoy nature

The problem is that we tend to be very focused on our locality, speciesgroup or
conservation priority, and forget the bigger picture. So we can look at examples, ftom
mosses through to marine fish data. Using linked data on bog mosses, for example, we
can begin to see the UK picture through the NBN, while GBIF indexes data sets
worldwide, and begins to allow the compilation of wodd-wide maps of species
occuffence. This gives a better understanding of BAP priorities and needs, for example.
Another example might be marine fish data, where distribution data from one source
a "World

Information Network on Biodiversity" (www.conabio.gob.mlremib_ingles/doctos/remib)

t4

might be analysed against environmental parameters (such as saliniry) to identi$r factors
affecting the species disuibution.
Then again, international maps of mosquito
occurrence can be compared with plots of environmental factors which might identify its
potential to spread.
Data plumbing
How do we make this all happen? It involves technical systemsto be put in place, but
the most important bit is for people to be aware of potential furure usesof information.
The other key point is that it is vital to have fine-scaledata used, even at the global level,
in order to get the most out of recording effort.
The mechanisms for setting up these systemshave varied from the GBIF approach starting with a distributed network, but developing a cenralised data-caching portal;
through to the NBN model, which has started with a centralised data-warehouse, but
aiming to develop a distributed system. Alongside both approaches, there need to be
the same controls: on data access,for dataverification, application of names,indexing
and caching for performance enhancement, use of metadata, data transfer standards and
automated updating procedures.
Specimen and observational data ate all part of the same network, although gaining
recognition of this fact was a mrjor batde within GBIF, which is now won.

pautions and Ansaers
p.

Is it possible to ensure that specimen determination information can be linked to
observational data?

A.

This is not technically difficult, but needs setring up, and needs to operate using
"mastef
copies" of a dataset.

p.

Comment that the sources of records need to be remembered, as not all records
are of the same quality.

A.

Agreed.

l5

Developing netwotks

of data supplierc
Adrian Spalding, Spalding Associates (E nvironmental) Ltd.

This topic is perhaps best illustrated by a casestudy: the development of the Nloth
Recording Project in the UK.
The proposals for a National Macro-Moth Recording Scheme are being developed
following a large-scale consultation process funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and
involving a wide range of partners, including academicbodies, government conservation
agencies,as well as amateur societiesand Butterfly Conservation, the body which has
taken the initiative in setting up the process.
The brief has been to:
o Engage the moth recording community
o Assess current recording capacity and existing data sets
o ldentifu potential sources of records
o Consider survey methodologies, data verification and accessissues
o Assesscomputef options
o Develop recorder raining
o Prepare an "audience development plan"
o Formulate a scheme for all macro-moths
The consultation exercise involved the sending out of questionnaires to interested
parties, as well as regional conferences and workshops. The general consultation
questionnaire produced 1032 replies. Key issues included:
o Use of data (including data exchange, ownership of data and accessto data)
o Validation of records
o Confidential records
o Computer software (what databasepackages to use etc.)
o Habitats to focus on
o The way the scheme might be organised
"bottom-up"
Two things in particular emerged from this: the importance of ensuring a
approach to developing the scheme would be cnrcial in its future success;and the fact
that there is a strong anti-collection feeling among the moth-recording wodd, which may
have implications for the way the scheme runs, and could impinge on the validity of
records.
There are a plethora of places where moth recorders can currendy send records, ranging
from the volunteer County Recorder (who often acts as a dzta validator, fields queries
and may aim to publish County lists, but with patchy coverage across the country) to
local wildlife trusts, records centres, societies or some existing national initiatives.
Despite this, a key fact is that 2lo/o of eisting recordets do not currently send their
tecords anywhere. There were biases derived from focuses of interest, and of coverage
in terms of geographical ateas: rural as against urban, as well as a sex bias (80% of
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recorders are male). There is also strong evidence for a long-lasting interest in
recording, and for an increase in recording recendy. Most importandy, there was z 97o/o
response in favour of setting up a recording scheme. The most important driver
appearsto be that moth recording is fun, although conservation and the use of records
to identifi' environmental trends were also important.
The issue of killing specimens for identification evoked strong feelings, for ethical and
conservation reasons. However, this poses problems for record validity in some cases)
although digil2l photography has gone a long way to solving the problem for many
specimens. The consultation showed that 58o/oof field recorders verificd records by the
use of voucher specimenswhere necessary,while 55% also used photographs. Of more
carried out no verification at all. With Counfy Recorders,
concern was that over 1.4o/o
the picture was slighdy different. Of the 61 questionnairessent to County Recorders,48
replied, and 100o/oof these were in favour of the idea of a scheme. Interestingly,97oh of
theseused computers to store records, but the number of field recorders sending in
records ranged from 1 to 100! 87%oused either specimensor vouchers for verification,
while 18% had an independent verification panel. There were also some other issues,
"experts",
and the need to alleviate the tensions between
such as the need to ffain
"experts".
"beginnets" and
Finally, bearing in mind the focus of the Conference, the consultation examined what the
role of museums might be. Museums were seen as potentially offering accessto
reference collections, help with identification, and accessto expertise and information.
The main problems, though, were also revealing:
o Inaccessibility of collections
o Variable quality
o Not necessarily local material
o The perception that museums were "full of dead things"
o Faded colours on specimens
o The daunting quantity of specimens
o The perception that museums are "geared to the expert"
The outcome of the consultation will be the production of proposals for a new recording
scheme that will meet the needs of the recordets. as well as the users of records. and will
aim to inform the wider public.
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Engag'ing the public:

oafteach taining

and education

Steve Tilling, Director of Communications, Field Studies Council

There is currently a seed-bedof interest in the environment, and possibly more
opportunities nou/ than ever before. In general,there is an increasein training courses
in biodiversity-relatedsubjects, from the National Vegetation Classificationand habitat
management through invertebrate identification to mammal studies and biological
recording. Despite this, there is a decline in the number of biologists passing through
the Field StudiesCouncil's centres relative to other subjects (1 in 2 in L970,compared
with 1 in 3 in 2001). Parallel to this, there is a loss of the ethos of fieldwork among
teachersand a loss of empathy with the environment, and this is having repercussions
for the number of students that are in a position to take up biology as a subject,coupled
with pressures from ^ range of other factors:
o Curriculum pressures(the advent of standardisedsubjects)
o Funding needs (residential courses are expensive)
o Quality of educational provision (pressuresfrom government)
o The difficulry of demonstrating the impact of reduction in the subject
o Pressuresfrom course assessment
o The problem of teachers themselves not being trained in whole organism biology
or fieldwork
o The needs for course accreditation
o The lack of potential progression for field biologists as a c^reer
o Lack of resourcesto support the subject
o The impact, real and perceived, of health and safery concerns
The results ^re ^ gereral turning away from whole organism biology and ecology, both at
school and university levels. The result is that there is a diminishing number of people
available to fill key positions. A survey of 44 envtonmental consultancies revealed that
80oh had experienced difficulties in recruiting staff in the last 5 years, with lack of field
skills a particular problem. However, a worrying number said that candidates lack a
"love
of or a feel for ecology and the environment".
In fact standards are so bad that
there is a progressive loss of abiJity to use scientific keys at all for identification, resulting
in a loss of quality in fieldwork.
So, what are the real barriers to recruitment and engagement? There is no doubt that
new recruits can be "turned off' by the "experts". But the evidence strongly suggests
that students' interests closely mirror those of teachers. If teachers have limited
enthusiasm for a subject, then students are not likely to have either. For example, a
strrvey of Alevel biology students found that 41.ohof them could not put a name to
more tlran 1 out of 10 common British plants, and that no less than3So/oof trainee
biology teachers were similatly incapable.
We may, therefore, need new tools. \We also need to recognise basic starting points, and
understand the progression of engagement with a subject, and the way that accessto a
subject has to change with the times. For example, an introductory key to woodliqs
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"higher" level
published lr;.1964 was at a far
than the Aidgap key published in 1984 in
terms of scientific expectations,and in rurn the most recent (2004) picture-based
identification chart produced by the FSC is another otder of magnitude different again,
reflect-ing the abiJity of the ^ver^ge member of the public to engagewith a subject, as well
as the way that people respond to such material. Only through clearly recognising levels
of capabiJiryand potential will we begin to redress the problem:
o General population
o Unskilled suppofters of "the environment"
o Unattached novices in a particular subject
. Early recruits to a subject
o Developing adherents
o Experts
'We

can then begin to develop different materials for different levels, ranging from mass
media presentations,to introductory walks for the unconvinced, focused coursesand
guides for those needing to be recruited, and accessto collections or more specialised
courses and training for those needing to be directed in developing their interest.
Finally, even the "experts" have needs - for further training and refresher courses, and in
other areas of expertise, such as media management or in training expertise to train
further trainers. Only in this way will we be able to feed back capability ,,p the chain
from expert to general public.
In order to achieve this, it is important to understand both the tools which need to be
developed (grorp management, health and safety in lab and field, risk assessment,
teaching and learning approaches); as well as the partnerships and infrastructure which
can underpin the process, ranging from local wildlife trusts and special interest groups
though to professional and educational institutions to learned societies and funders.
Rcferences
skills base Unpublished thesis: MSc in Ecology &
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Day 2:

Workshops and plenary discussion

\Vorkshops
Workshop discussionswere held concurrendy during the morning on three principal
topics:
o

Data validation and verification

.

The management and role of collections

o

The management and role of archives

Detaiied notes from these discussionsv/ere not keot. but feedback from the sessionswas
taken to the afternoon's Dlenarv session.
Key points:
The Conference concurred that the original premise that biodiversity data recording and
collections had divetged was true, and that this divergence was increasingly of concern.
l.

The impact of this divide on biodiversity information
important in the following ways:

and its use is especially

1.. It had resulted to some extent in a lack of awarenessof the need for precision
and a scientifically reliable basis for biological records.
2. It had especially allowed the rise of a general sentiment that collecting is in some
"bad
way a
thing", owing it p".t to a lack of understanding of the relationship
between specimens, data quality and conservation action.
3. It had begun to militate against the engagement of new recruits to the business of
biological tecording, and was inhibiting their training.
4. It is in danger of exacerbating future problems which might arise from
taxonomic changes and refinements.
5. It is in danger of undermining the long-term czpacity of recording organisations
to maintain their recording effort.
6. It could exacerbate potential distrust by others, especially funding authorities, in
the value of biodiversity data in the future.
2. Each wotkshop had looked at the overall issues in relation to different aspects
of the ptoblem, but a number of key themes came out of these:
1. The increasing separation of biological collections in museums from the activity
of biological recording is sedously jeopardising the long-term perceived
usefulness of biological collections, and exacerbating funding difficulties.
2. While many (most?) recording schemes and recording organisations might say
they value the use of specimens for verification of records, and as vouchers for
records, there has been litde coherent thought given to working with collections
managers to identifr what actually needs collecting, and who should look after it,
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

adding to the problems of poor policies and a lack of focused support for
collections on the one hand and for recording (at the local level especially) on the
other.
Nilhile all paties have identified public engagement and training as important
issues, the capacity to use collections effectively in training and outreach is
undermined because responsibiJities are divided between different sectors and
organisations.
If natural sciencecollections are in danger of serious neglect and loss, then the
siruation for informal natural science paper archives is even worse, owing to the
extremely low profrle these have had in many institutions, and especially
exacerbated by the separation of biological recording from collections, and the
advent of electronic data management.
There has also been almost no awarenessunt-ilnow of the growing problems of
electronic data archiving, and the long-term impact this might have on
biodiversity recording.
Specific improvements could be made by encouraging those involved with
biodiversity dztz management to formally recognise the role of collections as
underpinning data quality and to work with collections managers to establish data
quality standards.
There is a need for co-ordinated partnerships in order to improve the situation,
because no one sector has enough influence or capacity to achieve changes on its
own.
Government in particular has a key role in remedying the situation, because it
especially has the power to influence the way that responsible funding authorities
respond to the problems.

The Conference resolutions
From this discussion, the Conference agreed that the following resolutions and
recommendations should be put on record and disseminated to interested parties:

1. The Conference affirmed that a key link between biodiversity data and
biodiversity collections is the role of collections in underpinning long-term
data qudity.
2. It dso confirmed that there has been a serious decline in resources to
manage biodivetsity collections across the UI! and that this is largely a
direct result of the increasing divorce between these collections and the
process of collecting and using biodiversity data.
3. The Conference recorunended that biodiversity data collectors and
managers should aim to ensure the long-term viability of data, and should
adopt mechanisms to ensure that these data ate supported by reference to
relevant collections where necessarv.
4. It also recotnrnended that collectors of data should describe their
responsibilities to ensure that, where appropriate, records are undelpinned
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by the collection of specimens, and that these are maintained for the
future.
c.

Biological recording schemes and societies should actively fotmalise their
relationship with relevant local and national taxonomic expertise, and
promote more formal agreements with appropriate museums and other
holders of collections over the use and deposit of specimens.

6 . Museums which hold biological collections should actively seek to engage
with local volunteer networks and expertise to support and reinfotce the
maintenance and use of these collections as an archive of voucher ot
related material and as a resource to underpin the local collection of
records.
,7

The Conference recommended that the National Biodiversity Network
Trust should actively pursue the issue of a statutory need to be recognised
for quality biodiversity data to be made available in the Environmental
Assessment process, parallel to the situation fot archaeological
information.

8. It also recommended

that the National Biodiversity Network Trust should
actively support the need for biological collections to be used by local
biodiversity partnerships to underpin their data.

9. All biodiversity organisations should seek to promote the links betrnreen
biodiversity collections and the collection of data, and to encourage
collaborative approaches to the funding of collections through formal
partnerships with users of biodiversity information.

10.The National Biodiversity Network Trust should develop best practice
guidance, with partners, concetning the long-term management of natutal
science archives, including elecffonic data and ttg.y literaturet'.

17. Relevant organisations should seek to encourage professional training and
accreditation for staffinvolved
tecords centfes.

in biological recording, particulady in local

t2. The

Museums Association and The Museums, Libraries and Archives
((hubstt
Council should promote the development of regional /local
under
the "Renaissance in the Regions" programme, especially in relation to
biological collections and theit use with respect to biological recotding.
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